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Abstract 
Web 2.0 has allowed a never imagined communication boom. With the widespread use of computational and mobile devices, anyone, 
in practically any language, may post comments in the web. As such, formal language is not necessarily used. In fact, in these 
communicative situations, language is marked by the absence of more complex syntactic structures and the presence of internet slang, 
with missing diacritics, repetitions of vowels, and the use of chat-speak style abbreviations, emoticons and colloquial expressions. 
Such language use poses severe new challenges for Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools and applications, which, so far, have 
focused on well-written texts. In this work, we report the construction of a large web corpus of product reviews in Brazilian Portuguese 
and the analysis of its lexical phenomena, which support the development of a lexical normalization tool for, in future work,  
subsidizing the use of standard NLP products for web opinion mining and summarization purposes.  
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1. Introduction 
As it is widely known, corpus compilation and annotation 
is a very important task for research in practically any 
field of Natural Language Processing (NLP) and 
Computational Linguistics (CL), for both linguistic 
analysis and machine learning purposes. From the first 
individual initiatives, going through the use of web as 
corpus, to the current trends of crowdsourcing (largely 
made possible by Amazon Mechanical Turk), several 
challenges remain, as how to guarantee representativeness 
for the envisioned linguistic phenomena and how to select 
data and to train humans for reliably annotating it (see, 
e.g., Hovy et al., 2006; Hovy and Lavid, 2010). In 
addition, web has brought several new challenges 
regarding the quality of the collected material and 
language style in some specific communicative situations 
mediated by computers, which encompass talking at chats, 
social networks and other related Web 2.0 environments, 
in which tweets and SMS (Short Message Service) are 
pervasive.  
Squires (2010) points out that, in these situations, 
language is marked by the absence of more complex 
syntactic structures (as subordinate constructions) and the 
presence of internet slang, with missing diacritics, 
repetitions of vowels, and the use of chat-speak style 
abbreviations, emoticons and colloquial expressions. Xue 
et al. (2011) reinforce that especially young users use this 
chat-speak style, resulting in a new form of writings that 
are very different from well-written texts. 
Notwithstanding the success of such communication, it 
represents a severe challenge for most of the NLP and CL 
tools, which are mostly designed for dealing with well 
written texts, as early noticed by Ringlstetter et al. (2006). 

Several studies have tried to tackle the challenge of 
processing the language used in the web, mainly for 
dealing with out-of-vocabulary words in English texts, 
such as slang terms, acronyms and abbreviations used in 
websites, on Twitter, and Internet forums. For instance, 
several authors attempted to preprocess and normalize 
short text messages (or microtexts) (e.g., Han and 
Baldwin, 2011; Liu et al., 2011; Zhu et al., 2013), while 
others tried to automatically characterize the formality 
level of texts (see, e.g., Heylighen and Dewaele, 1999; 
Lahiri et al., 2011; Mosquera and Morada, 2011; Li et al., 
2013). They usually apply simple rules, spelling checkers, 
and formal and informal (slang) language dependent 
dictionaries (e.g., NetLingo 1 , NoSlang 2 , and Internet 
Slang Words and Computer Slang3) to detect and correct 
internet slang and wrong words. On the other hand, Xue et 
al. (2011) propose a statistical approach to normalization 
based on the source channel model, in which four error 
models try to capture the way in which lexical variants are 
formed, namely, an orthographic factor, a phonetic factor, 
a contextual factor and acronym expansion. 
Besides such problems, Portuguese product review texts 
also present recurrent use of technical jargon, mainly in 
English, related to electronics and computing, such as 
“cooler”, “wireless”, “home theater”, “webcam”, and 
“desktop” (see, e.g., a computer jargon glossary at 
www.jonstorm.com/glossary/).   
To the best of our knowledge, there are no available tools 
and robust lexical resources for pre-processing all the 
phenomena of the language used in the web, more 

                                                           
1 http://www.netlingo.com/dictionary/all.php 
2 http://www.noslang.com/dictionary/ 
3 http://www.internetslang.com/ 
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specifically, those posted in product review databases in 
Portuguese, although some theoretical discussions do 
exist (see, e.g., Bisognin (2008); Carvalho et al. (2009); 
Komesu and Tenani (2009)) as well as some restricted 
corpus linguistics initiatives (see, e.g., Gonzales, 2007). 
The motivation of this work arose from the need to  
preprocess a Brazilian Portuguese web corpus constituted 
of product reviews, which will be used to train an opinion 
mining classifier and summarizer as end application. As 
our project includes the task of adding a layer of semantic 
role labeling (SRL) to the corpus and such annotation will 
be made over syntactic trees, we have to ensure that the 
layers of morphosyntactic and syntactic annotations be as 
similar as possible to those produced by taggers and 
parsers on well written texts.  
In this paper we describe our methodological steps 
towards (i) the gathering of a web corpus of product 
reviews in Brazilian Portuguese, composed of relatively 
short texts carrying phenomena that occur in social media 
conversations, with errors and not following formal 
language structuring rules (Section 2); (ii) the corpus 
analysis and annotation process of the kinds of 
phenomena that give rise to the out-of-vocabulary words 
in such genre of texts in Portuguese (Section 3) and (iii) 
the compilation of six lexical resources made freely 
available at the website Lexical Normalization of  Product 
Reviews from the Web 4 , used to perform lexical 
normalization in order to allow further automatic 
processing by tools that require well written texts, e.g., 
taggers and parsers (Section 4). Finally, we 
present directions for future work in Section 5. 

2. Corpus building and pre-processing 
To build the corpus of product reviews, we have crawled 
databases from some of the most traditional online 
services in Portuguese, namely, Buscapé5, Reclame Aqui6 

and Mercado Livre7, where users post their pros and cons 
comments about several products, services and companies, 
besides reporting complaints about a company after a 
customer´s narrative about an incident. For this paper, we 
only report the results for Buscapé, a corpus large enough 
to present all the categories of problems with which we 
will have to deal. 
We gathered 85,910 reviews from Buscapé database from 
a crawling in September 2013. They account for more 
than 681Mb, showing 4,097,905 tokens and 68,633 types. 
In general, the most frequent product categories in the 
reviews are (in descending order of frequency): TV, cell 
phones and smartphones, digital cameras, perfume, games, 
air conditioners, notebooks, and tablets. After removing 
stopwords, numbers and punctuation, the frequency list 
summed up 63,917 types. 
As expected, the most frequent words are the inflections 
of the verb “ser” (to be), the nouns “produto” (product), 

                                                           
4 http://nilc.icmc.usp.br/semanticnlp/LexicalNormalization 
5 http://www.buscape.com.br/ 
6 http://www.reclameaqui.com.br/ 
7 http://www.mercadolivre.com.br/ 

“qualidade” (quality), and “preço” (price), and the 
adjective “bom” (good). Curiously, the least frequent ones 
include several ill-formed words, which are very common 
in such domain. 

3. Corpus Analysis and Annotation  
We carefully analyzed a large sample of the data in order 
to identify which kind of pre-processing tasks were 
necessary to be applied. Such analysis also provided input 
material for the lexical resources built to be used with the 
corpus. Therefore, to fulfill the requirements of both 
purposes, the sample had to consist of ill-formed words. 
To select the sample to analyze, we first filtered out the 
well-formed words by matching them with a large and 
freely available lexicon for Portuguese, the Unitex-PB 
dictionary8 (Muniz et al., 2005), composed approximately 
of 67,500 canonical forms, 880,000 inflected forms and 
4,000 multiwords. Although the GNU Aspell Brazilian 
Portuguese dictionary 9  (307,726 canonical forms and 
10,440,299 inflected forms) is bigger than Unitex-PB, we 
have decided to use an in-house dictionary in order to 
evaluate its weaknesses and be able to improve it during 
our ongoing project. 
We obtained a list of unknown words containing 34,775 
types, which was then processed with GNU Aspell 
running with the Brazilian Portuguese dictionary, in order 
to evaluate its benefits before applying the Palavras parser 
(Bick, 2000). To assess whether Aspell output words were 
correct or not, we matched them to the lexicon of 
Unitex-PB again.  Aspell corrected 14,789 tokens 
(42,55%) of the 34,775 unknown words. Disregarding the 
correction of missing diacritic signals, which is the 
simplest case,  Aspell corrected 12,004 (38,43%) of the 
tokens. The fact that the Aspell output words have not 
been attested in Unitex-Br does not mean they are any less 
correct. In fact, we have found a large number of 
diminutive words and computer jargon that is missing in 
Unitex-PB and set up a new project to enlarge this 
in-house dictionary. 
Aiming to compare the results obtained by Aspell, we 
tested REGRA, the MS-Office spelling checker 10 . 
REGRA corrected 10.794 tokens (31,04%), thus 3,995 
(11,51%) less than Aspell. 
Next we measured the precision of the morphosyntactic 
and syntactic tags assigned by parser Palavras in nine 
texts from Buscapé database, comprising 369 tags. Figure 
1 shows three of them (in Portuguese) to illustrate some 
problems faced by a parser based on well-written texts.  
The parser precision was 83,73% in the original texts and 
raised to 84,28% after pre-processing the texts with 
Aspell. We noticed that the inconsistent capitalization was 
responsible for generating multiword proper names, since 
Palavras groups contiguous capitalized words into a 
single word. Palavras also depends on capitalization of 

                                                           
8 www.nilc.icmc.usp.br/nilc/projects/unitex-pb/web/index.html 
9 ftp://ftp.gnu.org/gnu/aspell/dict/0index.html#0.60 
10 released to NILC only for academic research, as NILC has 
been the first of its developers  
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acronyms in order to properly tag them.  
Since the gain in performance was very low after using 
Aspell, we decided to thoroughly investigate the 
categories of the unknown words, beginning from the 
most frequent until the ones with 3 occurrences. We 
selected this range because the analysis of a sample of 
tokens with low frequency (2 occurrences) showed us 
how subjective the annotation task may become, as many 
ill-formed words are so spurious that it is hard to decide 
which tag to assign to them. The analysis consisted of a 
double blind annotation task that categorized 5,775 
different tokens.  
 
Found errors and their identification in the 3 texts below: 
abbreviation (AB), internet slang (IN), misspelling errors 
(X), acronym (SI), foreign word (ES) 
 
ela e [X: é] muito escura quando vc [AB: você] esta [X: 
está] deitado se vc [AB: você] tiver [IN: estiver] sentado 
ela e [X: é] boa mas deitada nao [X: não] e [X: é] muito 
nao [X: não]. A Samsung inova o mercado de tv's [AB: 
televisões] com uma grande obra de arte que se adequa 
[X: adéqua] à qualquer ambiente. Esta tv [AB: televisão] 
possui excelente imagem quando ligada a uma fonte de 
dvd [SI: DVD] com hdmi [SI: HDMI] e na tv [AB: 
televisão] a cabo (Digital). O som é perfeito quando é 
personalizado pelo usuário. Ou seja, MENU, SOUD [ES: 
SOUND], EQUALIZAR E ENTER [ES]. 
 
Gostei dimais [X: demais] dessa câmera, comprei 
outra!Além de uma excelente e reconhecida marca, essa 
câmera tem um design [ES] super inovador e mtu [IN: 
muito] atraente...uma resolução mtu [IN: muito] boa e 
[X: é] td [AB: tudo] o que uma boa câmera SONY tem 
que ter!! Até hj [AB: hoje] nunca me deixou na mão... 
recomendo!!! 
 
muto [X: muito] bom para manuziar [X:manusear]  
quando vc [AB: você] ta [AB: está] trabalhano [X: 
trabalhando] com este produto ,nao [X: não] tenho que 
recramar [X: reclamar] gostei mesmo parabéns. 
RECOMENDO O PRODUTO, FÁCIL DE USAR, 
ADOREI ! 
Figure 1: Examples of sentences with parsing problems. 

 
For the annotation task, four pairs of annotators were 
selected. There were two training phases: the first with 
100 tokens and the second with 75, which were 
individually annotated and then corrected with the help of 
the four pairs. After calibrating the annotation, each team 
received a set of 1,400 of the remaining 5,600 tokens. At 
all stages, the set of tokens assigned for annotation 
contained a proportional amount of the of the frequency 
distribution in the corpus. 
An annotation manual (which was created to guide the 
annotation) describes and exemplifies (i) 8 categories 
(and corresponding tags) for the unknown words, (ii) the 
order to follow in their annotation, and (iii) several actions 
depending on the category. The categories are listed in 
what follows: 

(1) Misspellings (X) include: 

(1a) words with missing diacritic (e.g., the word “nao”, 
in Portuguese, which should be written as “não” - “not”, 
in English). 
(1b) spelling errors, with missing or changed letters (e.g., 
“exelente” instead of “excelente” - “excellent”, in 
English; and “imagems”, instead of “imagens” - 
“images”, in English). 
(1c) correct words not included in the Unitex-PB 
dictionary. 

(2) Acronyms (SI) include: 
acronyms, which could not be filtered out by the 
Unitex-PB dictionary, such as HDTVi and Wi-Fi, 
appearing with and without uppercase letters. 

(3) Proper Names (NP) include: 
use of proper nouns, mainly for companies and products 
that could not be filtered out by the Unitex-PB dictionary, 
appearing with and without initial uppercase letter, for 
example, “android” and “windows”. 

(4) Abbreviations (AB) include: 
abbreviations introduced by chat-speak style and 
measures of already established abbreviations of common 
words. An arbitrary rule should be followed: 
abbreviations must have the same first letter of the 
abbreviated word. The abbreviation is always a single 
word, while an acronym involves multiple words. For 
example, in Portuguese, it is very frequent to use “vc” 
instead of “você” (“you”, in English), “tbm” instead of 
“também” (“in addition/too”, in English). 

(5) Internet Slang terms (IN) include: 
language used in the web, i.e., slang terms, (e.g., in 
Portuguese, it is very frequent to use “naum” instead of 
“não” (“not”, in English), “produtu” instead of  “produto” 
(“product”, in English), adoreiiiiiiiiii instead of         
“adorei” (“I loved it”, in English). One of its features is to 
try to mimic the spoken language. It is usual to find letters 
that originally did not exist in the word they represent. 

(6) Foreign Words (ES) include: 
(6a) use of foreign words from English (e.g., “touch”). 
(6b) use of foreign words from languages other than 
English (French and Spanish). 
(6c) tokens that could be truncated words or part of 
multiword expressions, such as “blu”, which could be 
part of “blue-ray”. 
They are common words in foreign languages that were 
borrowed for use in Portuguese. 

(7) Units of Measure (UM) include: 
a name used to express a quantity, such as “gigabytes”. 
They not include abbreviations of names of units of 
measure. 

(8) Unrated (SC) or doubtful tokens, meaning that: 
(8a) we were not able to assign any of the seven categories 
above. 
(8b) the word has a different category in each presented 
context (ambiguity). For example, the word “oops” can be 
tagged with IN or NP (“Black Ops II”). 
(8c) the word is part of a different multiword in each 
presented context. For example, “high” may appear in 
“high-quality”, “high-end” and “high-tech”. 
To provide a context for meaningful annotation, 3 token 
occurrences (concordances) taken from the corpus texts 
were brought below the token to be tagged. Each token 
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was analyzed with the support of Wikipedia, a web search 
engine and the output of Aspell, in order to understand the 
kind of occurrences and errors were made. The category 
Unrated (SC) requires further investigation, supported by 
more examples of corpus occurrences to solve their 
ambiguities.   
Since many words may belong to two or more categories 
at the same time, we decided to establish an order of 
precedence among the categories. The order for the 8 tags 
was the following: (1) Misspellings (X), (2) Acronym 
(SI), (3) Proper Name (NP), (4) Abbreviation (AB), (5) 
Internet Slang (IN), (6) Foreign Word (ES), (7) Unit of 
Measure (UM) , and (8) Unrated (SC) for doubtful tokens.  
For example, the word “HTC” (High Tech Computer 
Corporation) is an acronym, a proper name, and is 
composed of foreign words. Since Acronyms (SI) have 
precedence over Proper Names (NP) and Foreign Words 
(ES), the word should be classified as an acronym. On the 
other hand, if it appears as “High Tech Computer 
Corporation”, this would be a Proper Name (NP).  

With regards to actions, Acronyms had their case 
corrected and Abbreviations were expanded and had their 
case corrected; Proper Names had their case corrected; 
Internet Slang terms were translated into their corrected 
form; Foreign Words  and Units of Measure had their 
form corrected, if necessary, and were capitalized. The 
last two actions were needed to improve the precision of 
the Palavras parser, since by default, the parser tags as 
verb any word not found in its lexicon. Figure 2 shows an 
entry of the list of tokens to be annotated in which the 
token “lcd” was tagged as Acronym (SI), corrected to 
“LCD", and expanded  to “Liquid-crystal-display”. The 
way the words were annotated aimed to facilitate their 
future use in the tools designed to provide lexical 
normalization.  
The Kappa agreement measure was computed for each 
pair of annotators, as Table 1 shows. The proportion of the 
8 categories appearing in the set of annotation is also 
shown. 

 

 
Figure 2: Example of occurrences where a token to be annotated appears. 

 

 Categories 
Pair Kappa X AB ES IN NP SC SI UM 

1 0,737 42,6% 2,5% 5,9% 3,3% 19,0% 21,8% 4,3% 0,7% 
2 0,714 44,1% 2,4% 6,3% 3,2% 27,7% 11,6% 4,2% 0,5% 
3 0,801 45,1% 1,9% 7,8% 5,0% 23,4% 11,6% 5,1% 0,2% 
4 0,757 45,5% 1,9% 9,5% 4,8% 21,0% 13,0% 4,0% 0,4% 

Average 0.752 44,33% 2,18% 7,38% 4,08% 22,78% 14,5% 4,4% 0,45% 
Table 1: Kappa values and distribution of the 8 categories.  

 
The average Kappa is 0.752, considered a substantial 
agreement (Carletta, 1996). To calculate the proportion of 
each category, we first calculated the average between the 
individual annotations in the category. In Table 1, one 
may notice that the highest concentration of errors is of 
type X.  

Since the identification of spelling errors is more natural 
than the other categories to literate people, we removed 
annotation instances for which there was agreement in the 
annotation of errors of type X and computed again the 
Kappa. Table 2 shows the new values. 

 
 Categories 

Pair Kappa X AB ES IN NP SC SI UM 
1 0,572 4,2% 4,2% 9,8% 5,5% 31,7% 36,3% 7,2% 1,1% 
2 0,512 4,1% 4,1% 10,8% 5,5% 47,5% 19,9% 7,2% 0,9% 
3 0,670 4,1% 3,3% 13,6% 8,7% 40,8% 20,2% 8,9% 0,4% 
4 0,603 4,7% 3,3% 16,5% 8,4% 36,8% 22,7% 6,9% 0,7% 

Average 0,589 4,3% 3,7% 12,7% 7,0% 39,2% 24,8% 7,6% 0,8% 
Table 1: Kappa values and distribution of categories without considering when both annotators agreed on X.

 
In Table 2, we may see a small number of instances of the 
type X, on which there was disagreement in the 
annotation. In fact, the category X has a bias that tends to 
increase the value of the Kappa measure. After removing 

the instances where both annotators agreed on X, we have 
an average Kappa value of 0.589, which is considered 
moderate, but lower than the previous value in Table 1. 
From the average values of Table 1, one may conclude 
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that the main challenges for processing such kind of 
corpora include properly processing: (i) spelling errors, 
(ii) proper names of companies and products, (iii) foreign 
words (most from English), (iii) acronyms related to the 
domain of the products reviewed, and (v) the language 
used in the web. 

4. The Lexical Normalization Website 
Each of the five analyzed problems requires different 
solutions in order to increase the likelihood that the text 
files of the products reviews database be successfully 
parsed. As a first step towards lexical normalization of 
product reviews, we developed a workbench called 
Lexical Normalization of Product Reviews from the Web, 
bringing together six lexical resources (in UTF-8 
encoding) compiled from the annotation reported in 
Section 3, which are freely downloadable. It contains: 172 
Acronyms (SI); 1,023 Proper Names, mainly of 
companies and products; 77 Abbreviations (AB); 165 
Internet Slang terms (IN); 265 Foreign Words (ES) and 12 
Units of Measure (UM).  
In this workbench, one may also evaluate the order of 
application of the dictionaries. We have used the 
following order to manually annotate tokens: (1) 
Misspellings (X), (2) Acronym (SI), (3) Proper Name 
(NP), (4) Abbreviation (AB), (5) Internet Slang (IN), (6) 
Foreign Word (ES), (7) Unit of Measure (UM) , and (8) 

Unrated (SC) for doubtful tokens. However, we believe 
that, in automatic application of a cascade process, the 
Aspell spelling checker should be the last resource 
applied, since it may improperly correct some words and 
“mask” the real problems, jeopardizing the action of the 
other lexical resources in the sequence In addition, in 
order to “protect” the words already recognized and 
corrected by our lexical resources, we plan to restrain the 
use of Aspell only for those words that did not suffer 
previous revisions.  
The website makes available a toolkit for lexical 
normalization that works in two modes:  

(i) the Simple Normalization mode applies a fixed number 
of lexical resources in a fixed order:  Acronym, Proper 
Name, Abbreviation, Internet Slang, Foreign Word, Unit 
of Measure and finally the spelling checker Aspell. 

(ii) the Advanced Normalization mode allows the user to 
choose the dictionaries and the order in which they shall 
be applied. This mode also includes the spelling checker 
Aspell and enables the visualization of the parsing 
performed by Palavras on the revised text. 

Figure 3 shows a screen dump of the Simple 
Normalization mode, where a normalized product review 
may be seen. 

 

 
Figure 3: Example of a normalized product review using the mode "Simple Normalization". 

 

5. Conclusion and Future Work 
Handling out-of-vocabulary words, which, in this case, 
comes mainly from web writing, is only the first step 
towards proper language normalization. Several 
challenges remain. 
In order to automatically correct some ill-formed proper 
names, a named entity recognition system need to be 
used. However, to match a correct proper name with its 

deviation is not an easy task. There are studies working 
with artificial generation of errors that may help to 
measure how similar they are in order to indicate some 
correction (see, e.g., Foster and Oistein (2009) and 
Dickinson (2010)). We believe it is an interesting path to 
pursue. We plan to start with the list of single proper 
names generated by our manual analysis. This list should 
be extended to consider multiword expressions. The 
toolkit mwetoolkit (Ramisch et al., 2010) may be used, in 
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this case. 
Regarding acronyms, the solution is similar to proper 
names, since we just have to turn them into uppercase. As 
for the language used in the web, by merging the results of 
our corpus analysis and the scarce resources we found for 
Portuguese, we may produce a larger dictionary of 
internet slang for Portuguese. Such dictionary is essential 
for properly pre-processing web language and should be 
enlarged to treat the dynamic nature of this form of 
expression that mix written and spoken register, besides 
creating a proper form of communication.   
To identify English foreign words in our corpus related to 
the domain of the products reviewed and to correct 
spelling errors in English and Portuguese, we foresee the 
use of two spelling checkers: one for Portuguese and the 
other for English, since we are dealing with texts that 
bring words in both languages. 
Finally, it is worth mentioning that a full normalization 
goes beyond lexical adaptations. In particular, it is 
apparent that, in several cases, syntactical transformations 
are necessary to produce well-formed sentences. However, 
in this paper, we have not dealt with this subject, which 
remains for future work. 
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